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Aging Towards My Freedom is a collection of poems exploring the process of growing old from

the spectrum of four main themes: Aging with Freedom, The Art of Love, Eros and Acts of

Defiance. As a departure from the Sartrean existential concept that all men are condemned by

their freedom at birth the poet predicates his growing freedom on the loss of it through the

institutionalisation of society from childhood until the age of seniority. As one becomes older

one begins to increasingly regain that lost sense of total freedom and to defy traditional

customs. This experiential awakening is heralded by the opening poem of the same title and

strongly articulated later on by others such as Vulgar Man, Despicable Me, In no mood to be

arsed, The Birthing of the Older Man Inside, Apologies Regretted and The Man who pretended

to be a Goat. Love and Art, which follows as the second theme in the collection, combines the

poet’s own personal early skills as a visual artist with his gradual progression into the more

articulate literary sphere. Notably, this marriage of the two mediums can be easily deciphered

in The Portrait and Tubes of Colors as well as The Word which plays with the mythology of

creation. The poems that specifically relate to love, What if I told you and Saying Goodbye to

the Rain, are imbued with euphoria, sometimes wildly so, but at the same time pragmatically

circumspect and remorseful with age. Eros is where the poet takes off the glove of prudence

and boldly confronts the sexual longings of the older man, exemplifying his uncontrolled

feelings and insatiable desire to be explosively young again with My Epiphanous One and

wiliness with I’m not sexy and Too Many Etceteras. Finally the political dimension of defiance is

post modernist and openly critical of the-establishment by Breaking all the Rules and shouting

Rebel! Rebel! eventually Reversing to be hit by a Truck.

From the reviews:“This is a handbook of interventional radiology techniques used in

angioplasty and stenting procedures. … The book is a useful addition to the more

comprehensive, disease-specific interventional radiology textbooks. It will be of most benefit to

radiology residents and fellows training in interventional radiology, but it also will be helpful to

practicing general radiologists who perform interventional procedures. … It will serve as a

useful and quick reference in the interventional radiology lab and will complement the

comprehensive textbooks in this field.” (Dennis Kay, Doody’s Review Service, September,

2010) --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverThe Techniques in

Interventional Radiology series of handbooks describes in detail the various interventional

radiology procedures and therapies that are in current practice. The series comprises four

titles, which in turn cover procedures in angioplasty and stenting, transcatheter embolization

and therapy, biopsy and drainage and ablation.Each book is laid out in bullet point format, so

that the desired information can be located quickly and easily. Interventional radiologists at all

stages, from trainees through to specialists, will find this book a valuable asset for their

practice.The Handbook of Angioplasty and Stenting Procedures first discusses the basic tools

and principles of these procedures, then moves onto describing each operation that can be

performed using these techniques.Dr. Robert Morgan is Consultant Radiologist at St Georges’

Hospital, London, UK, and Dr. Eric Walser is Professor of Radiology at the Mayo Clinic in

Florida, USA.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Aging Towards My Freedom Amazon, Aging Towards My Freedom Aldi, Aging Towards My

Freedom AutoZone, Aging Towards My Freedom Airbnb, Aging Towards My Amazon, Aging

Towards My amazon prime, Aging Towards My aol mail, Aging Towards My AutoZone, Aging

Towards My Aldi, Aging Towards My Ace Hardware, Aging Towards My Airbnb, Aging Towards

amazon prime, Aging Towards My Amber Heard, Aging Towards aol mail, Aging Towards My

American Airlines, Aging Towards Ace Hardware, Aging Towards American Airlines, Aging

Towards Amber Heard

The Locked Door: A gripping psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, The Man Burned

by Winter (Rooker Lindström Thriller Book 1), Things We Never Got Over, The Candid Life of

Meena Dave, The Maid: A Novel

Mel, “A Review of Aging Towards my Freedom…a book of poetry. I just concluded reading a

book of poems titled “Aging Towards My Freedom” by Samuel Mann which I procured through

Amazon.As an emerging poet , Mr Mann should be congratulated for rebelling against the

Establishment and exposing us to a brand of poetry that beckons the older generation to rise

up from their conservative slumber and support the young and dispossessed.The poet has

conveniently arranged his work into four Sections, Aging with Freedom, The Art of Love, Eros

and Acts of Defiance.In the final section, Acts of Defiance, he utilizes his creative imagination

to highlight the modus operandi of the power holders to keep the dispossessed under their

control.Mr Mann’s poems send a message for all to question life and what it means to age

while regaining incrementally some of the joys of living into old age.Definitely recommended

reading to all…”

The book by Samuel Mann has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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